Effective January 1, 2012, the capacity rate for all load of Ohio Power served by a Competitive Retail Electric Service (CRES) provider will be $255.00/MW-day without further adjustment except for load that has been allotted RPM-priced capacity per the Detailed Implementation Plan filed with the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio in compliance with the Stipulation and applicable order(s) in Case Nos. 10-2929-EL-UNC et. al. For all load served by a CRES provider that has been allotted RPM-priced capacity, the capacity rate shall be the Final Zonal Capacity Price adjusted for the RPM Scaling Factor, the Forecast Pool Requirement and Losses. The Final Zonal Capacity Price shall be the rate applicable to the unconstrained region of PJM. The Stipulation, Detailed Implementation Plan, applicable order(s), AEP contact information for specific questions, and other information pertaining to Case Nos. 10-2929-EL-UNC et. al, are provided at the link below.

https://www.aepohio.com/service/choice/cres/